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ABSTRACT

Looking up at the sky, we would never guess that our atmosphere contains between one and three billion tons of dust and other particles at any given time. Wind assists in keeping this dust airborne, but gravity wins most of the time, forcing the dust particles earthward, proving the old adage: “what goes up, must come down.”

Precipitant dust levels in the Western Cape do not follow the same pattern as the precipitant dust levels in the summer rainfall areas of South Africa. Due to the very dry summer conditions in the Western Cape, the precipitant dust levels can be very high, especially if sources of fugitive dust are ignored.

An environmental consulting company positioned precipitant dust monitoring units at strategic locations, taking process and open dust sources into account. Both wet and dry depositions have been reported on in this report as one figure. Seasonal changes in, and long-term trends of, the amount of precipitant dust were documented and statistically analysed to determine if the precipitant dust levels were above the South African legislated action levels.

The particle size analysis performed on the precipitant dust indicated that the dust was predominantly less than 100 µm and that about 22 percent of the particles by volume were under 15 µm.

No significant decline in the precipitant dust levels around the calcining industry was noted. Recommendations are that they increase the dust control measures on site, especially near to the DHF sampling location.

There was a significant decrease in the precipitant dust levels to the north and south of the smelting industry from October 2001 to April 2005, p-value 0.005 and 0.048. The recommendations for the smelting industry are that they continue to eliminate fugitive dust sources and that they continue to maintain a high awareness of dust control.
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NOMENCLATURE

- 4SS – One of the sampling locations to the north of the calcining industry in a residential area.
- Aerodynamic diameter is the diameter of a spherical particle that has a density of 1g/cm³ and which has the same terminal settling velocity as the particle of interest.
- ANOVA – Analysis of Variance of Means
- Atmospheric dust – Dust that is in the atmosphere.
- Brownian Motion – The continual random movement, due to molecular agitation, of fine particles suspended in a gas or a liquid.
- Calcining – Calcining is the conversion of the physical or chemical properties of a substance by the application of heat.
- Cold-wet Period – Used to indicate the months from April to September.
- d50 – In a sample of dust the d50 diameter is the diameter above which fifty percent of the particles are larger, and below which fifty percent of the particles are smaller.
- DHF – One of the sampling locations around the calcining industry, on a local farm.
- Dry deposition – The collection of precipitant dust during periods with no rainfall.
- Export bucket – The export bucket can be the north, south, east or west bucket that is closest to the dust sources. When the wind blows over the dust source towards the sampling location then the export bucket is open and dust from the dust source is collected in the bucket.
- Fall-out dust – See precipitant dust.
- Fugitive dust – Dust that is not emitted from a point source that can be easily defined such as stacks. Sources are open fields, travel ways, stockpiles and process buildings.
- GAT – One of the sampling locations around the calcining industry.
- GCD – One of the sampling locations around the calcining industry.
- Indeterminate error – An error where there is no way to determine the size or sign of the error in any individual measurement.
• KF – One of the sampling locations on a nearby farm to the north-east of the calcining industry.
• MD – One of the sampling locations around the calcining industry.
• Meteorology – the earth science dealing with phenomena of the atmosphere (especially weather).
• New bucket – A bucket that is going into the field to replace an old bucket.
• Occult deposition – Increasing particle size due to moisture that results in deposition due to increased mass of particle.
• Old bucket – A bucket that has been in the field for two weeks and is being replaced by a new bucket.
• Petri dish – A container used to keep the precipitant dust samples free of contamination after they have been filtered.
• PM$_{2.5}$ – Sampling of atmospheric dust where the aerodynamic d$_{50}$ diameter is 2.5 $\mu$m.
• PM$_{10}$ – Sampling of atmospheric dust where the aerodynamic d$_{50}$ diameter is 10 $\mu$m.
• Precipitant dust – Any particulate matter that has an aerodynamic diameter below 100 $\mu$m.
• QD – A sampling location in the quarry of the calcining industry.
• RCT - Replaceable countertop. Referring to the water filtration cartridge that is totally replaced when it expires.
• RWD – One of the sampling locations around the calcining industry.
• SG – The sampling location to the south of the smelting industry.
• SO – The sampling location to the north of the smelting industry.
• Summer – In some of the graphs and tables the term summer has been used to indicate the warm-dry period.
• Total deposition – The sum of wet and dry deposition. Occult deposition is also included.
• Two-week data – Each data point is representative of a two week period.
• Warm-dry period – Used to indicate the months from October to March.
• Wet deposition – The collection of precipitant dust and any soluble substances in the rainwater during periods of rainfall.

• Winter – In some of the graphs and tables, the term winter has been used to indicate the cold-wet period.
1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter precipitant dust particles are defined and health implications are reviewed. The standard method used as a basis for precipitant dust monitors is also reviewed. This is followed by a description of the various dust sources common to the Western Cape and how climatic conditions affect precipitant dust levels. The different types of dust precipitation are also discussed and the chapter ends with the aims and objectives of the study described in this research report.

1.1 Where Dust Comes From

Looking up at the sky, we would never guess that our atmosphere contains between one and three billion tons of dust and other particles at any given time.\(^1\) Wind assists in keeping this dust airborne, but gravity wins most of the time, forcing the dust particles earthward, proving the old adage: “what goes up, must come down.”

Dust comes from many different sources. Some, like the by-products of the combustion of fossil fuels, are man-made.\(^1\) Others come from natural sources – like sea-spray blowing off the ocean, or dust blowing in from the desert.\(^1\) Dust comprises inorganic matter, such as sand particles, as well as a large amount of organic matter, including pollen, spores, moulds, and viruses.\(^2\) These minute particles, ranging in size from around 100 micro metres (\(\mu\)m) to a few nano metres (nm), invade our airspace every day, a part of life that we aren’t even aware of, except when we dust the furniture!\(^1\)

1.2 Dust Terminology, Environmental, and Health Implications

The different terminology used to describe dust can be quite confusing with different names being given for different size fractions of dust. For the purpose of this report, fall-out or
Precipitant dust refers to any particle with an aerodynamic diameter less than 100 μm.

Precipitant dust is broadly defined as particulate that ranges in size up to 100 μm in diameter. If the particles settle by gravity then they are collected as dry deposition. Alternatively, if it rains, then the particles are collected as wet deposition. Total precipitant dust is the sum of dry and wet deposition. The coarse fraction precipitant dust, generated by mechanical disturbance or wind erosion, usually lands on the ground within a one-kilometre radius of the source, although with thermals and high wind speeds, dust of this size can be blown significantly further. Precipitant dust emitted from a stack can travel varying distances depending on the height of the stack above the ground, the size of the particles emitted and the topography of the area.

Particles between 10 and 100 μm usually lose altitude as a result of gravity. These particles can be lifted up by strong winds but when the wind stops lifting the particles up into the air, they begin to settle. Smaller particles (less than 10 μm) are affected by thermals, turbulence and Brownian motion and will not necessarily settle all the way to ground level. These particles are nevertheless present in the atmosphere at all altitudes and they also precipitate when climatic conditions are suitable.

For residents living near to significant precipitant dust sources, the precipitant dust is a concern both from an environmental and “quality of life” point of view.

Dust particles less than 40 μm in size can be deposited in the nasal passage and this can contribute to allergies, sensitisations, and asthma.

Precipitant dust is generally regarded as benign, although there are some exceptions. The current trend from a health point of view is to monitor for smaller particulate matter (PM₁₀). The health impacts of precipitant dust are not well understood and research in this regard is ongoing.
Each site is unique and the impact of the precipitant dust emanating from a mine or factory is dependent on many factors:

- The type of mineral being processed and the methods used. 
- Local meteorology and topography. 
- The zoning of the land surrounding the site, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Classification of areas in terms of sensitivity to precipitant dust

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Sensitivity</th>
<th>Medium Sensitivity</th>
<th>Low Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals and clinics</td>
<td>Schools</td>
<td>Farms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement homes</td>
<td>Residential areas</td>
<td>Light and heavy industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-tech industries</td>
<td>Food retailers</td>
<td>Outdoor storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas where painting is being done</td>
<td>Greenhouses and nurseries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food processing</td>
<td>Horticultural land</td>
<td>Offices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3 Measurement Methods for Atmospheric Dust

The present method to establish precipitant dust levels is the ASTM (American Standard Test Method) D-1739 of 1998 “Standard Method for Collection and Analysis for Dust Fall (Settleable particulates)”.

There are many measurements that can be used to quantify fugitive dust concentrations. The use of precipitant dust level measurements is suitable to the South African economy where finances for instruments that measure continuously from the atmosphere are not usually available.

While single open buckets partly-filled with a capture medium will accumulate all precipitating dust, this does not establish precipitant dust emanating from a given direction unless the bucket is closed to any dust from other directions. Such open buckets are also subject to inaccuracies due to wind turbulence within the buckets, lower air densities over the bucket and other factors. The single
bucket precipitant dust collection method\textsuperscript{12} “is a crude and non-specific test method, but it is useful in the study of long term trends.”\textsuperscript{12}

There are many different types of equipment that are used to monitor precipitant dust levels. Gerry Kuhn Environmental and Hygiene Engineering have used a method\textsuperscript{12,14} based on the American Standard Test Method\textsuperscript{12}. The equipment used to measure the dust is called the “DustWatch” unit\textsuperscript{14}. The unit is wind operated and different buckets open under different wind conditions. The unit has four buckets that are used for directional identification of localised dust sources as well as to identify ambient precipitant dust concentrations\textsuperscript{14}.

1.4 Sources of Dust and Climatic Conditions Specific to the Western Cape

The impact that climatic conditions have on the precipitant dust levels is important and the factors that could be considered are rainfall (drought), wind speed, and the time periods with little or no wind.

“Depending on climate conditions and topography, fine particles may remain airborne for days or months and may be transported 1000 to 10 000 km or more from their source”\textsuperscript{15}.

There is almost always a heavier load of precipitant dust locally around the source, but this does not mean that the areas further away are not affected.\textsuperscript{16}

The interaction between wind and dust is very complicated\textsuperscript{6} and the norm is to assume that dust levels are higher when wind speeds are higher, but this is not always the case\textsuperscript{17} and high dust levels have also been found to correlate poorly with wind direction in certain situations\textsuperscript{17}. The wind direction also changes with altitude\textsuperscript{6}, resulting in ground level dust being generated by wind from one direction, only for the wind at a higher altitude to blow the dust in a different direction.\textsuperscript{6} This is particularly relevant when the dust is being emitted from a stack, a very high stockpile or elevated
conveyors. Dust exiting tall buildings will also be distributed according to the wind pattern around the building.

The sources of industrial precipitant dust are broadly categorised as either generated by processes or generated by open sources. Process-generated precipitant dust comes from industrial activities where the actual structure of the material is altered, such as a rock crushing operation. Open sources generate precipitant dust as a result of the wind or mechanical contact. Examples of open source dust generation would be the movement of raw material, product, or waste, related to industrial activities. Some non-industrial sources include unpaved parking lots and roads, highways, “heavy construction activities” and “agricultural tilling”.

Fugitive dust sources can be process or open source generated, but excludes dust emitted from stacks. Dust emitted from stacks is usually constant all year round with wind and rainfall not affecting the amount of dust emitted from the stack.

There are a wide variety of fugitive dust sources in the Western Cape of South Africa, namely:

- ploughing on farm lands,
- dust blown from recently ploughed fields,
- traffic on dirt roads,
- blasting at opencast mine operations,
- dust emitted from process buildings (excluding stacks),
- dust blown from stockpiles of raw and finished materials,
- crushing operations, and
- transportation of raw materials and products by rail or road.

The seasonal rainfall variation in different areas has a significant effect on the precipitant dust levels. This is shown by the high precipitant dust levels during winter in South Korea compared to the very low precipitant dust levels in the Western Cape of South Africa during winter.
In some studies there have been no statistical seasonal variations noted in the precipitant dust amounts.\textsuperscript{19}

Precipitant dust levels in the Western Cape do not follow the same pattern as the precipitant dust levels in the summer rainfall areas of South Africa. The very dry summer conditions in the Western Cape can generate very high levels of precipitant dust.

1.5 Precipitant Dust Measurements and Standards

With the varied and numerous industrial and mining operations in the Western Cape, it is important to be able to identify the main source of precipitant dust in an area, especially if industrial or mining operations are in close proximity to one another.

Precipitant dust levels have been used as a continuous improvement indicator for mining and industrial concerns in the Western Cape. The regular reports on the precipitant dust levels to the mining and industrial concerns, not only quantify their precipitant dust levels for the period in question, but the reports also maintain awareness with regard to dust sources, and as such enable the fugitive dust sources to be identified.

The chemical constituents of the precipitant dust can also be revealing, especially when the chemical composition is significantly different to the chemical composition of the soil in the area or when a trace element can be identified as coming from a particular dust source in the area.

The measurement of precipitant dust in Australia is the “least commonly used” method for determining dust concentrations. Currently, there is no method to convert precipitant dust levels to Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) levels or PM\textsubscript{10} levels.\textsuperscript{11}

The United States of America does not have any air quality standards for particulate matter larger than a d\textsubscript{50} of 10 micron (PM\textsubscript{10}).\textsuperscript{16}
The fall-out dust standards from STANDARDS SOUTH AFRICA (SANS) are shown in Table 2.

**Table 2: Dustfall standards SANS (2005)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Dustfall (mg m$^{-2}$d$^{-1}$) – averaged over 30 days.</th>
<th>Permitted frequency of exceeding the levels.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target – long-term average</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Long-term average (Annual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action – residential</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Three within any year, no two sequential months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action – industrial</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>Three within any year, no two sequential months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert threshold</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>None. First time exceeded, triggers remediation and reporting to authorities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The largest proportion of dust particles generated from surface mining activities is greater than 30 µm and these will normally deposit within 100m of the source. This does not include the dust emitted from kiln stacks and other heated processes as the dust emitted from these processes can contain a large proportion of particles less than 10 µm. The heat and exit velocity from stacks makes the dust more likely to travel further from the source.

The smaller the particles the further they can potentially travel.

Large dust storms in arid areas can lift dust particles more than five kilometres up into the atmosphere and the dust can be “transported thousands of kilometres.”

The deposition of particles can take place by three dominant routes: wet deposition, dry deposition, and occult deposition. Wet deposition includes rain and snow precipitation. Occult deposition is the deposition that occurs during mist and fog conditions.

There is an interaction between dry deposition and wet deposition in that wet deposition often removes previously deposited dry precipitant dust on exposed surfaces. If the rainfall is very light then it may not be able to wash away the dry deposited material on surfaces and the content of the wet deposition may be added to the exposed surface when the rain stops.
Dry deposition is a slow process compared to wet deposition, but dry deposition occurs almost continuously.\textsuperscript{16, 15}

Precipitant dust can be measured as wet deposition, dry deposition, or as total deposition (wet + dry). It is sometimes difficult to separate the wet and dry deposition from each other because occult deposition is sort of halfway between wet and dry deposition. The monitoring of total precipitant dust is relevant as it provides an indication of the pollution amount from the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{21}

Only insoluble precipitant dust measurements have been considered in this report. Both wet and dry depositions have been reported on in this report as one figure.

The atmosphere is continuously being gleaned of its dust load through the different deposition mechanisms described.\textsuperscript{22}

1.6 Export Bucket Definition and DustWatch Technology

The DustWatch unit has four buckets that face north, south, east, and west respectively. The export bucket is defined as the bucket that is in line with the industry or factory being monitored. The precipitant dust from the dust source is predominantly collected in the export bucket. The export bucket is also the bucket that is used for legislative compliance purposes, as this is the bucket that collects the dust being exported from the source towards the sensitive area.

The DustWatch units prevent the ground level dust from contaminating the precipitant dust sample by the specially-designed lid that covers the buckets. The lid prevents wind-blown dust from being collected when the wind speed is greater than about 3 m/s. The only way that ground level dust can be deposited into the bucket is if the wind is gusting at regular intervals, thus lifting dust into the air and into the buckets. Ground level wind-blown dust that is larger than 100 micron is not normally lifted to a height higher than two meters and a particle size analysis will be able to confirm if there is contamination from ground level dust.

The water in the buckets collect the dust.\textsuperscript{23}
1.7 General Comments and Study Objectives

In an area with lots of wind above 3 m/s the DustWatch will collect less material than in an area with the same atmospheric dust load but with lower wind speeds. The DustWatch will, however, provide a representative sample of atmospheric dust load without contamination from ground-level sources.

In remote areas it is important to be able to monitor for precipitant dust without the need for electricity. The other advantages of passive monitors are that they are noiseless, simple, robust, and lightweight. It is also possible to have more passive monitoring stations in an area compared to active monitoring stations.

In order to fully describe background dust levels and site dust deposition patterns, long-term and detailed dust monitoring is required. Patterns of dust deposition, or of airborne dust, are extremely variable. In particular, dust patterns are often characterised by occasional dusting events comprising high levels of dust deposition largely caused by particular, and possibly infrequent, combinations of wind and rainfall conditions. At other times dust deposition from industrial sites may be low or insignificant, but a precipitant dust monitor is still subject to background and other long distance dust sources.

In conclusion, passive precipitant dust monitoring is an economical alternative to expensive active precipitant dust samplers. Because of the low cost, more sampling locations can be used in the monitoring programme. With the almost continuous monitoring of the precipitant dust levels, 365 days a year, passive precipitant dust monitoring is able to provide useful information pertaining to atmospheric dust loads, pollution and associated health risks. Samples are collected every two weeks with the only downtime being due to sample contamination or a mishap, and the time it takes to change the buckets. Hence this research report describes the precipitant dust levels around two enterprises in the Western Cape of South Africa, from October 2001 to May 2005.
The study objectives are:

1. to describe precipitant dust levels around two enterprises in the Western Cape from 2001 –2005

2. to describe the particle size distribution of the precipitant dust from a calcining industry in 2004

3. to determine trends in precipitant dust concentrations for the years 2001-2005

The remaining chapters are “Methods and Materials Used” which includes the study design, “Results”, “Discussion”, “Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Study”.
2 METHODS AND MATERIALS USED

This chapter presents the study design and provides a description of the two enterprises being monitored. This is followed by an explanation of the sample preparation method and the laboratory analysis used to obtain the precipitant dust data. Quality control and the statistical analysis performed on the precipitant dust data are also explained. Finally the ethical ramifications of this study are presented.

2.1 Study Design

The study is a retrospective review and analysis of more than 3600 precipitant dust measurements taken around two enterprises in the Western Cape of South Africa.

Five industries in the Western Cape where continuous precipitant dust sampling was being undertaken were approached for permission to use their data in the research report.

These industries broadly represented three geographical locations in the Western Cape. The method of precipitant dust collection was the same at all of the sites with the only difference being the number of sampling locations used to monitor the precipitant dust.

Only two of the five industries responded positively and only the data collected from these two industries were used in the research report.

Both of the industries that responded positively had collected precipitant dust data over the required study period selected for this report. The industries were in two different geographical locations in the Western Cape.

One additional site from the third geographical position would have enabled a more comprehensive coverage of the area to be described. Unfortunately this was not possible.

An environmental consulting company, Gerry Kuhn Environmental and Hygiene Engineering, positioned precipitant dust monitoring
units at strategic locations, taking process and open dust sources into account. With measurements having been taken every two weeks continuously throughout the year at various locations, both seasonal changes and long-term trends in the amount of precipitant dust were identified.

A total of ten dust monitoring locations were considered in this report with detailed statistical analysis done on the ten export buckets, one from each location. The export bucket is the bucket that is positioned most in line with the dust source and is the bucket that will theoretically collect most of the dust when the wind has blown over the source towards the sampling location.

2.2 Description of the Enterprises and Monitoring Positions

Precipitant dust measurements were taken in the Western Cape in the vicinity of two enterprises. The first enterprise was predominantly an opencast mine with a calcining process; there were eight precipitant dust monitors positioned around this site and in adjacent residential and farm areas, (see Figure 1). The second enterprise was a metal smelting operation and there were two sampling locations, one to the north and one to the south of the site (see Figure 2).

The data used in the research report is historical data and the paragraph below indicates the methods used to decide on the locations for the monitoring units. The precipitant dust monitor units were located carefully so as to collect data that was as representative as possible. The location of the units was determined by:

1. studying the area surrounding the enterprise to identify residential, farming, and other industrial areas
2. identifying dust sources on site
3. studying the local climate and topography

The naming of the directions north, south, east and west were idealistic and if the dust source was in a direction that was not exactly in line with the north, south, east, or west directions, then
the unit was positioned and labelled with one of the buckets directly in line with the dust source. The naming was still kept to north, south, east, and west.

The open cast mine with a calcining process, had the following potential dust sources: kiln stack with electrostatic precipitator for dust control; overburden dump; various smaller dumps; un-tarred haul roads; rock crushers; raw and product mills; conveyors; haul truck tipping areas; contractors on site working through the overburden dump; unpaved open areas.

The calcining industry was surrounded by predominantly wheat-farming areas with the nearest residential area 4.1km to the north. The RWD and KF sampling locations were the furthest apart in a west east direction, 4.7 km, while the 4SS and the QD sampling locations were the furthest apart in a north south direction, 6 km.

The distances to the nearest potential dust source for each of the sampling locations at the calcining industry are shown below (please use Figure 1 for direction determination):

- DHF – 310 meters from the large overburden dump site.
- GAT – 30 meters from the main entry and exit point for the trucks transporting the product.
- 4SS – 1.8 km from the old quarry that is no longer used. The area has not been fully rehabilitated.
- GCD – 550 meters from the main stack emission point.
- MD – 100 meters from the old quarry.
- RWD – 800 meters from the main stack emission point.
- QD – 500 meters from the quarry. The quarry is 1.4 km long and 400 meters wide.
- KF – 1.7 km from the large overburden dump site.
The smelting industry had the following potential dust sources: smelter building stack with periodic emissions and bag filter dust control; a coal stockpile; product silos; unpaved areas; vehicle traffic on unpaved areas.

The nearest residential area to the smelting industry was 8.4km to the north-west of the site. The SO and SG sampling locations were 850 meters apart and were positioned to the north and south of the smelting industry. The SO unit was 80 meters from the closest dust source, a coal stockpile and 310 meters away from the main stack emission point. The SG unit was 80 meters away from the closest dust source, an unpaved road and 590 meters from the stack emission point.

The main potential interferences with regard to precipitant dust were:

- A railway loading facility located to the north of the smelting industry – 860 meters away from the SO sampling location.

- A small coal processing plant to the north of the smelting industry with a stockpile, unpaved areas, and stack emissions – 670 meters away from the SO sampling location.

- A large steel manufacturing process to the south of the smelting industry with numerous precipitant dust emission sources – 1.8 km from the SG sampling location.

- A busy railway line used for transportation of material from the whole of the west coast to the harbour – 320 meters to the north west of the SG sampling location.

- The harbour – 5.8 km to the south west of the SG sampling location.
Figure 1: Positions of the eight precipitant dust-monitoring units at the calcining industry.

Note: 4SS, MD, GCD, RWD, GAT, DHF, QD, and KF are the names of the sampling locations respectively and are not acronyms.
Figure 2: Positions of the two precipitant dust-monitoring positions at the smelting industry.

Note: SO and SG are the names of the sampling locations respectively and are not acronyms.
2.3 Sample Preparation Method and Laboratory Analysis

Precipitant dust was collected by having open top buckets exposed to the atmosphere for a period of 14 days at a time. The sampling extended over three to four years. The particulate in the atmosphere fell passively into the buckets and was then weighed to report a result as milligrams per square meter per day (mg m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$). Liquid was maintained in the bucket for the duration of the measurement period to prevent re-entrainment of the dust already collected.

Precipitant dust results were collected every two weeks on a continuous basis using the DustWatch precipitant dust monitor and the American Standard Test Method$^{12}$ ASTM 1982 “Standard Method for Collection and Analysis for Dust Fall”$^{12}$.

The precipitant dust was collected at each monitoring position in four buckets that were named north, south, east, and west.

The detailed method used is provided in APPENDIX A with a brief description of the method outlined below$^{13}$:

- The buckets were prepared by charging them with variable amounts of water, taking the expected evaporation that was likely to occur into account.

- A small amount of bleach was added to each bucket to prevent algae growth. The amount of bleach was varied depending on the climatic conditions prevailing.

- The buckets were then transported to site and put into the cradle of the DustWatch monitor and left in position for two weeks.

- As the wind changed direction, so the opening in the lid of the DustWatch unit moved over different buckets, thus allowing the directional monitoring of precipitant dust.

- After two weeks the buckets were collected and replaced with a new set of buckets. This ensured a continuous monitoring programme.
• 47mm filters were pre-weighed in the laboratory.

• The contents of each bucket were filtered through the pre-weighed filters using a Buchner Funnel arrangement as shown in APPENDIX B. Care was taken to ensure that no dust was left in the buckets.

• Once the solid contents of the bucket were collected on the filter, it was left to dry in the open for a minimum of 24 hours.

• When the filters were dry, they were weighed and the masses were recorded with the initial masses of the filters.

• The initial and final mass of the filter paper was then processed using a spreadsheet to yield a result in mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) for each bucket.

The water filter used to provide clean water for the buckets was an RCT water oxidation/reduction process filter.\(^{28}\)

The buckets used for the analysis were protected by the Bocan Patent A98/0298, and were supplied by Burcap Plastics. This patent is for the rim of the container, the part that is folded into the container. This feature creates a double seal when the lid is put on the container to prevent fluid from leaking. The height of the polypropylene bucket was 237.0mm and the inside diameter of the lip was 175.0mm. The diameter used as the collection area was the outside diameter, 179.8mm.

The filters used to collect the insoluble dust were made by Schleicher & Schuel, 1506 quantitative hard filter paper medium fast, retention 4µm; thickness 0.15mm; weight 63 g/m\(^2\), classification DIN 53 135-2b, diameter 47mm.

2.4 Quality Control

Ten five litre buckets were each filled with four litres of water and five millilitres of bleach. The buckets were then filtered in the laboratory to determine the amount of dust in the purified water. The forty litres of water were filtered through one filter and yielded
a mass of 1.82mg. This equated to 0.182mg per bucket and over a two-week period this equated to 0.478 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\).

Indeterminate errors are present in most experimental measurements and the potential sources of indeterminate errors for the DustWatch precipitant dust monitoring process are shown below:

- **Bucket preparation** – If too much bleach was added to the water then the excess bleach would come out of solution and form a solid material that would be collected on the filter – Positive error

- **Bucket cleaning.** Residual dust left in bucket between times that it was used – Positive error

- **Bucket being emptied** – When the water and dust was being put into the Buchner funnel\(^{12}\) to be filtered. Any dust that remained in the bucket was not measured – Negative error

- **During changing of buckets** – Negative error if old bucket water was spilt accidentally, or a positive error if dust was allowed to enter either the old or new buckets.

- **During the filtering process** – Spillages from the buckets would result in loss of sample – Negative error

- **If algae grew in the buckets** – Either because too little bleach was put into the bucket or because of unusual weather conditions, such as excessive rain that diluted the bleach to a point where it was not able to prevent the formation of algae. The acidity of the rainfall also affects the formation of algae – Positive error

- **During the filtering process** – The sieves used to keep insects from being added to the precipitant dust samples have approximate apertures of 1mm\(^2\) and any dust that adhered to the insects was not collected on the filter. Similarly any dust on the insect when it entered the bucket could also be added to
the mass of precipitant dust collected – Positive or negative error

The following procedure was used to limit the error in the precipitant dust monitoring results:

- The buckets were prepared indoors to prevent dust landing in the buckets while open. The system in place minimised the amount of time that the buckets were left open, i.e. the lids were put onto the buckets as soon as they had been prepared.
- The lids remained on the buckets from when they were prepared until they were ready to be put into the DustWatch unit.
- The buckets were kept upright during transportation.
- The buckets were changed one at a time with the system ensuring that the buckets were open for as little time as possible. Care was taken to not kick dust into the buckets or to have open buckets while working on the DustWatch unit.
- Buckets were kept closed until they were ready to be processed in the laboratory. The lids were kept loosely on the buckets while they waited in the queue to be processed.
- The washout water used to wash the buckets out into the Buchner funnel was also taken from the filtered source.
- The inside walls of the buckets were cleaned using a spatula and a squirt bottle. Rubber gloves were worn to limit the skin contact with the slightly acidic water in the buckets.
- After buckets were used in the field and the contents filtered, they were cleaned with soap and water and left to drip-dry before being prepared to go into the field again.

The quality control system in the wet and dry laboratories used for the analysis of the precipitant dust was able to identify unusually
high results and ensured that the results were within expected ranges.

Data was entered into the database every two weeks with written reports and updated graphs being generated every 28 days. Quality control for the database entries is done when the reports and updated graphs are being prepared. The database automatically identifies unusually high results, errors in dates, and unusually long periods where data has not been available every two weeks.

The absolute maximum error due to the actual time of day when the buckets were changed is 7.14 percent (over a 24 hour period). As the buckets were only changed during the daytime, the error is halved to 3.57 percent. Realistically the buckets were changed in the working daytime hours from 08h00 to 16h00 and this further decreases the error to 2.38 percent. This percentage equates to 28 mg m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ as a percentage of 1200 mg m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$, and this is normally not going to alter the conclusions in the monthly reports. Due to the continuous sampling, the error in one cycle is cancelled out by the other cycles, resulting in the monthly, three monthly, and yearly averages being unaffected by the exact time of the day that the buckets were changed. The error decreases as the time period increases.

2.5 Particle Size Analysis

Four samples for particle size analysis were selected to cover all four of the directions around the calcining industry, one to the north, south, east, and west respectively. The full year’s data for 2004 for the export buckets at the four monitoring positions was used for the analysis.

The precipitant dust coming from the calcining industry is predominantly collected in the export buckets and the size analysis of the sample collected in the export buckets would be the most representative of the precipitant dust coming from the calcining industry in the respective directions, north, south, east and west.
2.6 Data Handling and Analysis

Regarding the number of decimal points to include in the data, there was no value in reporting precipitant dust levels with any decimal figures as the difference between 678 mg m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ and 678.8 mg m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ did not provide any additional information about the data. There may even be a case for reporting precipitant dust levels rounded to the nearest ten i.e. 678 would be 680 and 673 would be 670 mg m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$. If alternative time units are used, then the case for using less significant figures is even stronger, e.g. if the time unit is altered to mg/m$^2$/month.

The Western Cape of South Africa is a winter rainfall area with most of the annual rainfall being in the months April to September each year. Based on the climatic conditions in the Western Cape, two distinct periods were chosen from October to March and from April to September.

The term "warm dry period" has been used to describe the months from October to March and term "cold wet period" has been used to describe the months from April to September.

The export bucket from each monitoring position was selected for detailed statistical analysis. For the smelting industry, the south bucket at the SO sampling location, and the north bucket at the SG sampling location were selected. For the calcining industry, the south bucket at the 4SS sampling location, the north bucket at the GAT sampling location, the south bucket at the DHF sampling location, the west bucket at the KF sampling location, the north bucket at the QD sampling location, the south bucket at the GCD sampling location, the south bucket at the MD sampling location, and the east bucket at the RWD were selected.

The following was done to achieve the research objectives:

1. Descriptive statistical analysis on the whole data set, warm-dry and cold-wet periods combined. Additional descriptive statistical analysis on the individual warm-dry and cold-wet period data. The distribution of some of the data is presented
in box and whisker plots and no outliers were excluded from the plots.

2. Particle size analysis was done on four export bucket precipitant dust samples from the calcining industry. A total of 26 samples were composited to make up each annual sample. 

M & L Inspectorate in Johannesburg South Africa, an accredited laboratory, undertook the analysis using a Malvern particle size analyser. The size range used was from 0.020 to 2000 micron with 102 measurements at different size intervals being taken. The laboratory followed standard procedures to ensure that the sample was well mixed and representative before doing the particle size analysis.

3. Bar graphs showing the total export bucket precipitant dust concentration at each monitoring position, for each warm-dry period from October 2001 to March 2005. The units g/m²/warm-dry period were used. The calculation took the average mg m⁻² d⁻¹ value for the warm-dry period and divided it by 1000 to get grams and multiplied it by 182 days (or less if some data was missing) to get g/m²/warm-dry period. The units of this number are not important as the bar graph is used to show a decreasing or increasing trend.

4. Chi Square tests for linear trend have been done for the export buckets at each location for the warm-dry periods. Chi Square tests for linear trend have been done for the proportions above 600 and 1200 mg m⁻² d⁻¹.

When one two-week cycle of data was not available due to a sample loss or other reasons, the data value assigned was zero, and this data point was used in the statistical analysis. Where more than a few consecutive samples in either the warm or cold periods were missing, the analysis for the respective period was not done.
When selecting the data for the warm and cold periods, any middle date within a cycle that fell within the specified dates was accepted as being part of that period.

2.7 Ethics

The chairman of the ethics committee provided a letter stating that this research report did not need ethics approval.

The preliminary data that was to be used in this research report has already been made available to the companies. These companies have already responded to the reported levels.

Company names will be kept anonymous and copies of the research project will be sent to both enterprises.

The data were already collected and no human subjects were required to wear equipment and no human subjects were required to be sampled.
3 RESULTS

This chapter begins with a presentation of the descriptive statistics for the two industries that were studied, followed by the particle size analysis done on four samples from the calcining industry. This is followed by the trend analysis of the precipitant dust data, and subsequent Chi Square analysis for linear trend results.

The precipitant dust data spanned a period from October 2001 to March 2005. The data were all “two-week” data with one value being obtained every two weeks. The data spanned four warm dry periods and three cold wet periods.

The area is a winter (cold-wet period) rainfall area.

At the smelting industry:

- The export bucket from the SG sampling location is the north bucket.
- The export bucket from the SO sampling location is the south bucket.

The data for each of the monitoring positions was quite extensive and not easy to read at first glance. The graphs for all of the data obtained from the two monitoring positions at the smelting industry are available in APPENDIX C.

At the calcining industry:

- The export bucket from the 4SS sampling location was the south bucket.
- The export bucket from the GAT sampling location was the north bucket.
- The export bucket from the DHF sampling location was the south bucket.
- The export bucket from the KF sampling location was the west bucket.
• The export bucket from the QD sampling location was the north bucket.

• The export bucket from the GCD sampling location was the south bucket.

• The export bucket from the MD sampling location was the south bucket.

• The export bucket from the RWD sampling location was the east bucket.

The graphs for all of the data from the eight monitoring positions at the calcining industry are available in APPENDIX D.

The GCD, MD, and RWD sampling locations were initially set up to monitor only two directions. The units were upgraded to monitor all four directions in June, August, and April 2003 respectively.

Below is the descriptive statistics of all four directions at each precipitant dust sampling location.

3.1 Descriptive Statistics for the Precipitant Dust Concentrations

The data is initially described as one data set, warm-dry and cold-wet periods combined. Then the data is split into warm-dry and cold wet periods for further analysis.

The warm-dry periods are the periods that yield higher precipitant dust levels and the dust levels in these warm-dry periods are more likely to be above the residential (600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) and industrial (1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) action levels.

The fall-out dust standards in Table 2 should be used with the description of the results obtained to assist with interpretation.

In Table 3 the median is consistently lower than the mean, indicating that the total data set is skewed to the lower ranges.

The other point to note is the varying maximum readings obtained from the different buckets.
The industrial action level (1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) is applicable at both of the sampling locations at the smelting industry. With the legislation aimed at preventing excessive precipitant dust levels in a year, any maximum results above the industrial action level are an indication that the area is dusty. Where the maximum results have not exceeded the industrial action level then the area can be considered to be acceptable.

None of the maximum results for the SG sampling location were above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). This is in contrast to the fact that all of the SO bucket maximum results were above the industrial action level, 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). The SO sampling location can be considered as being dusty at some stage within the study period.
Table 3: Precipitant dust measurements (mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) over 2001 to 2005 for the smelting industry for each direction at both sampling locations. The highlighted rows are the export directions at each sampling location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Number of Measurements</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Confidence Interval (+ and - of the mean)</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>First Quartile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Third Quartile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North (SG)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (SG)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1091</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (SG)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1157</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (SG)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (SO)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1681</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (SO)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (SO)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>2124</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (SO)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>1674</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>806</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similarly to Table 3, Table 4 again indicates that the median is consistently lower than the mean. The maximum precipitant dust levels at each sampling location and from each direction vary quite considerably.

The action level for the GAT, DHF, KF, QD, and MD sampling locations is 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). The other three sampling locations, 4SS, GCD, and RWD, are subject to the residential action level of 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\).

All four of the maximum results at the 4SS sampling location exceeded the residential action level of 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). The GAT maximum results were all below the industrial action level of 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). The DHF maximum results were all well above the industrial action level (1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) with all four buckets yielding third quartile results above the limit. The south, east, and west maximum results at the KF sampling location were all above the industrial action level of 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). None of the maximum results at the QD sampling location were above the industrial action level. All four buckets at the GCD sampling location collected maximum results above the residential action level (600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) applicable at this sampling location and this indicates that the area is dusty. The south, east, and west buckets at the MD sampling location yielded maximum results above the industrial action level (1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)). All of the directions at the RWD sampling location yielded maximum results above the residential action level (600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) and this indicates that the area was dusty at some time in the study period.
Table 4: Precipitant dust measurements (mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) over 2001 to 2005 for the calcining industry for each direction at the different sampling locations. The highlighted rows are the export directions at each sampling location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number of Measurements</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Confidence Interval (+ and - of the mean)</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>First Quartile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Third Quartile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North (4SS)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (4SS)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (4SS)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (4SS)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (GAT)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (GAT)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (GAT)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (GAT)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (DHF)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3294</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>1397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (DHF)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>852</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2306</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>1343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (DHF)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3964</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>1647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (DHF)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2867</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>1494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (KF)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1051</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (KF)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1701</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (KF)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (KF)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1662</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (QD)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (QD)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (QD)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (QD)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (GCD)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1019</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Measurements</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>Confidence Interval (+ and - of the mean)</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>First Quartile</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Third Quartile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (GCD)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (GCD)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (GCD)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (GCD)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (MD)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2973</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (MD)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (MD)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1522</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (RWD)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (RWD)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (RWD)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1249</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (RWD)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The warm-dry and cold-wet data has been combined in Figure 3 and this confirms that the whole data set is skewed to the lower ranges. Figure 3 also shows how the precipitant dust levels vary considerably from one sampling location to the next.

![Box plot showing distribution of precipitant dust for the north and south buckets of the SG and SO sampling locations for 2001 to 2005.](image)

**Figure 3: Distribution of precipitant dust for the north and south buckets of the SG and SO sampling locations for 2001 to 2005. Warm-dry and cold-wet measurements are combined.**

Note: n = the number of samples

Only the export buckets have been shown in Figure 3 but all of the bucket directions yielded similarly skewed data with varying quantities being collected from each direction.

The high maximum result from the south bucket of the SO sampling location is again indicated in Figure 3.
Only the export buckets of four of the eight calcining sampling locations are shown in Figure 4. These are the same export buckets that were sent for particle size analysis.

![Figure 4: Distribution of precipitant dust (mg m⁻² d⁻¹) for the north, south, east, and west buckets of the GAT, GCD, RWD, and KF sampling locations for 2001 to 2005. Warm-dry and cold-wet measurements are combined.](image)

*Note: n = the number of samples*

Figure 4 shows that the data from these four export buckets were skewed to the lower ranges.

Figure 4 also shows that the maximum value of the export bucket at the GCD, and RWD sampling locations exceeded the residential action level of 600 mg m⁻² d⁻¹. At the KF sampling location, the industrial action level of 1200 mg m⁻² d⁻¹ was exceeded.

Table 5 describes only the export bucket data for the smelting industry sampling locations, split into warm-dry and cold-wet data sets.
Table 5: Precipitant dust measurements (mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) over 2001 to 2005 for the smelting industry for each export bucket at the sampling locations of the smelting industry in the warm-dry period and the cold-wet period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of Measurements</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Confidence Interval (+ and - of the mean)</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>First Quartile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Third Quartile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North (SG) – Warm period</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (SG) - Cold Period</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (SO) – Warm period</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>1089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (SO) - Cold Period</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1279</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The warm-dry data set is still skewed to the lower ranges at both of the monitoring positions.

Of note is the very similar median and mean for the cold-wet data set for the north bucket of the SG sampling location.

The warm-dry period data is consistently higher than the cold-wet period data.

Interestingly, the maximum result of the export bucket at the SO monitoring location was above the industrial action level of 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\), even during the cold-wet period.

Table 6 shows that the warm-dry and cold-wet data sets are still skewed to the lower ranges at the export buckets of the calcining industry sampling locations because all of the medians are lower than the means.

The warm-dry period data is consistently higher than the cold-wet period data.

Looking at the maximum results of the export bucket in the warm-dry and cold-wet periods individually, the 4SS sampling location only exceeded the residential action level of 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) in the warm-dry period. The DHF and KF sampling locations also only exceeded the industrial action level of 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) in the warm-dry period. The maximum results at the GCD sampling location also only exceeded the residential action level of 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) in the warm-dry period. The MD sampling location yielded maximum results above the industrial action level of 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) in the warm-dry period, the cold-wet period data yielded a maximum result well below the action level.

The data for the warm-dry and cold-wet periods are skewed to the lower ranges with precipitant dust levels varying at each sampling location.
Table 6: Precipitant dust measurements (mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) over 2001 to 2005 for the calcining industry for each export bucket at the sampling locations of the calcining industry in the warm-dry period and the cold-wet period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number of Measurements</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Confidence Interval (+ and - of the mean)</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>First Quartile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Third Quartile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South (4SS) - Warm Period</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (4SS) - Cold Period</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (GAT) - Warm Period</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (GAT) - Cold Period</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (DHF) - Warm Period</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1383</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>2306</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1355</td>
<td>1691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (DHF) - Cold Period</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (KF) - Warm Period</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1662</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>1148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (KF) - Cold Period</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (QD) - Warm Period</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (QD) - Cold Period</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (GCD) - Warm Period</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Measurements</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>Confidence Interval (+ and - of the mean)</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>First Quartile</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Third Quartile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (GCD) - Cold Period</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (MD) – Warm Period</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2973</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (MD) - Cold Period</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (RWD) – Warm Period</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (RWD) – Cold Period</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1249</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The export bucket, warm-dry period precipitant results at the SO sampling location are higher than at the SG sampling location as shown in Figure 5. The SO monitoring area is dusty. The interquartile range for the SO and SG sampling locations do not overlap in the warm-dry period.

![Box plot showing distribution of warm-dry precipitant dust](image)

**Figure 5:** Distribution of warm-dry precipitant dust (mg m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$) for the north and south buckets of the SG and SO sampling locations for 2001 to 2005.

*Note: n = the number of samples and summer = warm dry period*

In the cold-wet period the export bucket results at the SO sampling location are still higher than the SG sampling location results, but the interquartile ranges do overlap as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Distribution of cold-wet precipitant dust (mg m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$) for the north and south buckets of the SG and SO sampling locations for 2001 to 2005.

Note: $n =$ the number of samples and winter = cold wet period

The export bucket warm-dry period data for the GAT, GCD, RWD and KF sampling locations shown in Figure 7 indicate that the interquartile range for the KF location is well above the interquartile ranges of the other sampling locations. It is important also to remember that the lower residential action level of 600 mg m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ is applicable to the GCD and RWD sampling locations.

In the cold-wet periods, all the interquartile ranges overlap with the RWD maximum results being higher than the maximum results from the KF sampling location.
Figure 7: Distribution of warm-dry precipitant dust (mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) for the north, south, east, and west buckets of the GAT, GCD, RWD, and KF sampling locations for 2001 to 2005.

Note: \(n = \) the number of samples

Figure 8: Distribution of cold-wet precipitant dust (mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) for the north, south, east, and west buckets of the GAT, GCD, RWD, and KF sampling locations for 2001 to 2005.

Note: \(n = \) the number of samples
The limits applicable to the sampling locations depend on the location and the proximity to a residential area. The residential action level is 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) and the industrial action level is 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). Table 7, Table 8, and Table 9 indicate the proportions of the export bucket, warm-dry period data set, that are above 600 and 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). The information from Table 7, Table 8, and Table 9 describes the precipitant dust concentrations in relation to the residential (600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) and industrial (1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) action levels in each warm-dry period.

The information in Table 7, Table 8, and Table 9 will be used for the Chi Square test for trend analysis.

The SO monitoring area was very dusty in the first two warm periods with the 2003/2004 and 2004/2005 warm-dry periods being a lot less dusty.

Table 7: Number and percentages of warm-dry precipitant dust measurements above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) and above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) by year for the export bucket at each sampling location of the smelting industry. The total number of measurements for each year is 13 for the warm dry period and 13 for the cold-wet period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warm-dry Period</th>
<th>SG Sampling Location</th>
<th>SO Sampling Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number above 600 mg m(^{-2}) d(^{-1})</td>
<td>Number above 1200 mg m(^{-2}) d(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001/2002 summer - North</td>
<td>3 (23%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002/2003 summer - North</td>
<td>3 (23%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003/2004 summer - North</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004/2005 summer - North</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8: Number and percentages of warm-dry precipitant dust measurements above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) and above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) by year for the export bucket at the 4SS, GAT, DHF, and KF sampling locations of the calcining industry. The total number of measurements for each year is 13 for the warm dry period and 13 for the cold-wet period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warm-dry Period</th>
<th>4SS Sampling Location</th>
<th>GAT Sampling Location</th>
<th>DHF Sampling Location</th>
<th>KF Sampling Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number above 600</td>
<td>Number above 1200</td>
<td>Number above 600</td>
<td>Number above 1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001/2002 summer - North</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (15%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No results in this period</td>
<td>No results in this period</td>
<td>9 (69%)</td>
<td>3 (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002/2003 summer - North</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 (92%)</td>
<td>6 (46%)</td>
<td>No results in this period</td>
<td>No results in this period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003/2004 summer - North</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (15%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 (100%)</td>
<td>11 (85%)</td>
<td>10 (77%)</td>
<td>6 (46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004/2005 summer - North</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 (100%)</td>
<td>9 (69%)</td>
<td>8 (62%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The DHF sampling location did not yield any results in the first warm-dry period, (October 2001 to March 2002) because the unit only started monitoring April 2002. The KF sampling location did not yield any results in the second warm-dry period (October 2002 to March 2003) because too many two-week cycles of data were not available. The KF sampling location did not operate properly during the period and had to undergo maintenance.

The areas near the 4SS and KF sampling locations were dusty at some stage during the study period with results above the applicable action level but both of the export buckets at these sampling locations did not exceed the action level in the latest warm-dry period (2004/2005).

The export bucket at the DHF sampling location exceeded the industrial action level of 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) in all of the warm-dry periods and this area is dusty.
Table 9: Number and percentages of warm-dry precipitant dust measurements above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) and above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) by year for the export bucket at each of the sampling locations of the calcining industry. The total number of measurements for each year is 13 for the warm dry period and 13 for the cold-wet period.

Note: * total number of measurements = 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warm-dry Period</th>
<th>QD Sampling Location</th>
<th>GCD Sampling Location</th>
<th>MD Sampling Location</th>
<th>RWD Sampling Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number above 600</td>
<td>Number above 1200</td>
<td>Number above 600</td>
<td>Number above 1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001/2002 summer - North</td>
<td>2 (15%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (15%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002/2003 summer - North</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003/2004 summer - North</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004/2005 summer - North</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The export bucket results at the GCD and the MD sampling locations exceeded the applicable action level during the study period but did not exceed the action level in the last warm-dry period. The RWD sampling location was the only other location, along with the DHF sampling location, that exceeded the action level in the most recent 2004/2005 warm-dry period.

3.2 Particle Size Analysis of Four Precipitant Dust Samples from the Calcining Industry.

Four export bucket samples from the calcining industry were sent for analysis. None of the smelting industry samples were sent for analysis because the consistency of the analysis results from the calcining process was good enough to explore the research objective with regard to particle size.

Things to note from the particle size analysis results are:

1. The GAT, GCD, and RWD sampling locations yielded very similar particle size analysis results (log-normally distributed) with particulate being predominantly less than 100 µm. The KF particle size distribution was different and skewed towards particles larger than 100 µm. The agricultural activities in the vicinity of this sampling location are the most likely source of these large particles.

2. The amount of smaller particles, less than 15 µm in all of the particles size analysis results. These small particles are within the PM$_{10}$ range and this indicates that fallout dust monitoring does collect particles in the PM$_{10}$ size fraction. The PM$_{10}$ fraction is about 22 percent by volume for the GAT, GCD, and RWD sampling locations and about eleven percent by volume for the KF sampling location. The inundation of the KF sampling location with particles larger than 100 µm have affected the volume percent of PM$_{10}$ particulate collected.
3. The diameter of maximum concentration in Figure 9, through to Figure 11, 35, 30 and 40 micron respectively.

4. The existence of two other smaller distributions in Figure 9, through to Figure 11, one with a median of about 1 micron and the other with a median of about 400 micron.

5. The existence of two overlapping log-normally distributions in Figure 12, one with a maximum concentration diameter of 100 micron, and the other with a maximum concentration diameter of about 400 micron.

6. The percentage of particles below 40 \( \mu \text{m} \), as these particles can enter the nasal passage\(^9,10\). The percentage of particles by volume, below 40 \( \mu \text{m} \) is just above sixty percent for the GAT, GCD, and RWD particle size distributions.

Figure 9 through to Figure 12 show the particle size analysis graphs for the, GAT north bucket, GCD south bucket, RWD east bucket and the KF west bucket respectively.
Figure 9: Particle size analysis of the north bucket at the GAT sampling location.
Figure 10: Particle size analysis of the south bucket at the GCD sampling location.
Table: Particle Size Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (μm)</th>
<th>Volume Under %</th>
<th>Mass Under %</th>
<th>Mean μm</th>
<th>d(0.1)</th>
<th>d(0.5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0100</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0250</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0300</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0350</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0400</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0450</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0550</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0600</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0650</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0700</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0750</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0800</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0850</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0900</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0950</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1050</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1100</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1150</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operator notes: Pumped @ 2000rpm
Usually normally

Figure 11: Particle size analysis of the east bucket at the RWD sampling location.
**Figure 12: Particle size analysis of the west bucket at the KF sampling location.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (μm)</th>
<th>Volume (%)</th>
<th>Size (μm)</th>
<th>Volume (%)</th>
<th>Size (μm)</th>
<th>Volume (%)</th>
<th>Size (μm)</th>
<th>Volume (%)</th>
<th>Size (μm)</th>
<th>Volume (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.090</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.189</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.288</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.387</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.486</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.585</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.784</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operator notes:** Pumped @ 2000rpm. Us externally.
3.3 Trend Analysis of Precipitant Dust Data

To provide a visual indication of the precipitant dust levels in the different warm-dry periods the bar graphs below indicate the total precipitant dust concentration from each of the export buckets. Please note the change of units on the y-axis of these figures, grams/m²/warm-dry period. All previous figures and tables have used milligrams as the mass unit.

The total is calculated by averaging all of the two-week data from October to March for each warm-dry period and then multiplying by the number of days in the warm dry period. Most of the warm-dry periods have thirteen two-week cycles of data and this equates to 182 days (13 X 14 days). Where there have been 14 two-week cycles, the total of 196 days has been used to determine the total.

The Chi Square test for trend method has been used to determine if a linear trend is evident from the data. Chi Square tests for linear trend have been done for the proportions above 600 and 1200 mg m⁻² d⁻¹.

3.3.1 Precipitant Dust Concentrations for the Export Buckets at the Smelting Industry over the Warm-dry Periods

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show a visually decreasing trend over the four warm-dry periods.

The precipitant dust levels at the SG sampling location were very low in the 2004/2005 warm-dry period.
The precipitant dust concentration decreased consistently over the four warm-dry periods at the SO sampling location.
3.3.2 Precipitant Dust Concentrations for the Export Buckets at the Calcining Industry over the Warm-dry Periods.

From Figure 15 to Figure 22 the visual trends over the four warm-dry periods are indicated for the export buckets at the eight sampling locations of the calcining industry.

Of note is the lack of a visual decreasing trend at many of the sampling locations. Some of the sampling locations indicate a visual increasing trend for some of the warm-dry periods.

*Figure 15: Precipitant dust data for the warm-dry periods for the south bucket of the 4SS sampling location at the calcining industry.*

The fourth warm-dry period (2004/2005 warm-dry period) yielded the lowest average precipitant dust concentration over the study period.
Figure 16 indicates an increasing trend in the first three periods and then a decrease for the fourth warm-dry period.

![Graph showing precipitant dust levels for warm-dry periods for the north bucket of the GAT sampling location.](image)

**Figure 16:** Precipitant dust data for the warm-dry periods for the north bucket of the GAT sampling location at the calcining industry.

No data was collected at the DHF sampling location in the first warm-dry period as shown in Figure 17. Of note here is that the lowest precipitant dust average was in the 2002/2003 warm-dry period.

![Graph showing precipitant dust levels for warm-dry periods for the south bucket of the DHF sampling location.](image)

**Figure 17:** Precipitant dust data for the warm-dry periods for the south bucket of the DHF sampling location at the calcining industry.
There is no data for the second warm period at the KF sampling location as shown in Figure 18. The fourth warm-dry period yielded the lowest average precipitant dust concentration over the study period.

![Figure 18: Precipitant dust data for the warm-dry periods for the west bucket of the KF sampling location at the calcining industry.](image-url)
The fourth warm-dry period yielded the lowest average precipitant dust concentration over the study period, as shown in Figure 19.

![Graph showing precipitant dust levels for the warm-dry periods for the north bucket of the QD sampling location at the calcining industry.]

**Figure 19:** Precipitant dust data for the warm-dry periods for the north bucket of the QD sampling location at the calcining industry.

The second warm-dry period yielded the lowest average precipitant dust concentration over the study period, as shown in Figure 20.

![Graph showing precipitant dust levels for the warm-dry periods for the south bucket of the GCD sampling location at the calcining industry.]

**Figure 20:** Precipitant dust data for the warm-dry periods for the south bucket of the GCD sampling location at the calcining industry.
The fourth warm-dry period yielded the lowest average precipitant dust concentration over the study period, as shown in Figure 21.

![Figure 21: Precipitant dust data for the warm-dry periods for the south bucket of the MD sampling location at the calcining industry.](image1)

The fourth warm-dry period yielded the lowest average precipitant dust concentration over the study period, as shown in Figure 22.

![Figure 22: Precipitant dust data for the warm-dry periods for the east bucket of the RWD sampling location at the calcining industry.](image2)
3.3.3 Chi Square Test for Trend Results of the Export Buckets for each Sampling Location at the Smelting Industry

The Chi Square test for trend was done on the north bucket of the SG sampling location for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). A Chi Square value and a p-value of 3.92 and 0.048 were obtained. The p-value was less than 0.05 and a significant reducing linear trend was evident. The Chi Square test for proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) yielded no results because all of the proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) were zero.

Similarly the south bucket of the SO sampling location was analysed for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\), yielding a Chi Square value of 13.07 and a p-value of 0.0003. For proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\), the Chi Square value was 7.869 and the p-value was 0.005. The p-value was less than 0.05 for both of the tests done and thus a significant reducing linear trend for the proportions above 600 and 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) was evident.

A significant reducing linear trend was noted at both of the sampling locations at the smelting industry.

3.3.4 Chi Square Test for Trend Results of the Export Buckets for each Sampling Location at the Calcining Industry

In contrast to the sampling locations at the smelting industry, no significant linear trend was noted at any of the sampling locations at the calcining industry.

The Chi Square test for trend was done on the south bucket of the 4SS sampling location for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). A Chi Square value and a p-value of 1.63 and 0.20 were obtained. The Chi Square test for proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) yielded no results because all of the proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) were zero.

The Chi Square test for trend was done on the north bucket of the GAT sampling location for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). A Chi Square value and a p-value of 1.09 and 0.30 were obtained. The Chi Square test for proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) yielded
no results because all of the proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) were zero.

The Chi Square test for trend was done on the south bucket of the DHF sampling location for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). A Chi Square value and a p-value of 1.50 and 0.22 were obtained. The Chi Square test for proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) yielded a Chi Square value of 1.52 and a p-value of 0.22.

The Chi Square test for trend was done on the West bucket of the KF sampling location for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). A Chi Square value and a p-value of 0.18 and 0.68 were obtained. The Chi Square test for proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) yielded a Chi Square value of 1.47 and a p-value of 0.23.

The Chi Square test for trend was done on the north bucket of the QD sampling location for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). A Chi Square value and a p-value of 0.21 and 0.65 were obtained. The Chi Square test for proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) yielded no results because all of the proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) were zero.

The Chi Square test for trend was done on the south bucket of the GCD sampling location for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). A Chi Square value and a p-value of 3.40 and 0.07 were obtained. The Chi Square test for proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) yielded no results because all of the proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) were zero.

The Chi Square test for trend was done on the south bucket of the MD sampling location for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). A Chi Square value and a p-value of 1.39 and 0.24 were obtained. The Chi Square test for proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) yielded a Chi Square value of 0.00 and a p-value of 0.99.

The Chi Square test for trend was done on the east bucket of the RWD sampling location for proportions above 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). A Chi Square value and a p-value of 0.57 and 0.45 were obtained. The Chi Square test for proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) yielded no results because all of the proportions above 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) were zero.
4 DISCUSSION

This chapter discusses the results indicated in the previous section and discusses the descriptive analysis data for both of the industries studied. This is followed by a discussion of the particle size analysis done on four composite samples from the calcining industry. Then the trend analysis of the precipitant dust data for the warm-dry periods is discussed.

4.1 Summary of the Main Findings

All of the data is skewed to the lower ranges. The individual warm-dry and cold-wet period data set is also skewed to the lower ranges. Only one cold-wet period analysis result yielded a median that was higher than the mean and this was at the SG sampling location. The individual warm-dry data is higher than the cold-wet data.

At the smelting industry the SO sampling location yielded higher results than the SG sampling location with the medians being more than double those obtained from the SG location. The area around the SO sampling location was very dusty in the first two warm periods with the 2003/2004 and 2004/2005 warm-dry periods being a lot less dusty. The SO sampling location results exceeded the industrial action level of 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) in the study period while the SG sampling location did not yield any results above the industrial action level of 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) over the study period.

Some of the results at the SO sampling location exceeded the industrial action level of 1200 mg/m\(^2\)/day, even in the cold-wet period. This indicates that rain and climate are not the main influences with regard to the dust generation and that mechanical generation of the dust is occurring as a result of process activities on site. Dust control measures related to the process activities will reduce the precipitant dust levels.

At the calcining industry, the areas near the 4SS and KF sampling locations were dusty at some stage during the study period with results above the applicable action level, 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) for the
4SS and 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) for the KF sampling locations respectively. Both of the export buckets at these locations did not exceed their respective action level in the latest warm-dry period (2004/2005). The export bucket at the DHF sampling location exceeded the industrial action level of 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) in all of the warm-dry periods and this area is dusty. Only the RWD (action level 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) and DHF (action level 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) sampling location results exceeded the action level in the 2004/2005 warm-dry period.

### 4.2 Limitations of this Study

Limitations of this study are that only two industrial sites in the Western Cape of South Africa are reported on. Ideally at least one more site should have been added to the study to provide a triangulated view of the precipitant dust concentrations in the Western Cape. With regard to the statistical analysis, the number of data points for the individual warm-dry periods is only thirteen and ideally this should be more to provide a better indication of the individual warm-dry period analysis.

A further limitation is that only one of the four buckets at each sampling location was analysed and that no comparative analysis was done between the different directions. In addition, no comparative analysis was done in relation to the up and down wind results in line with the prevailing wind direction.

The actual time of day that the buckets were changed at the sampling areas was not noted. This is a limitation and the results would be more accurate if this time was recorded.

### 4.3 Industry and Community View Points on Precipitant Dust

The dust generating activities that generate high precipitant dust levels are usually not continuously generating dust like a stack, and this is what makes it a little more difficult to apply dust control measures. Fortunately it is the non-continuous nature of the dust generating activities that often make the dust control measures fairly simple and cost effective to implement.
The export bucket is regarded as the bucket that collects dust emanating from a particular dust source, although other topographical and climatic conditions can cause the dust from the source to be collected from other directions\(^6,17,15\). When industries and communities in South Africa get involved in legal arguments regarding precipitant dust, then the residential and action levels are applied.

The precipitant dust-monitoring programme creates and maintains awareness with regard to dust generating activities. The monthly reports generated on a continuous basis provide information for both parties involved in the dispute to "get their teeth into" and this often eliminates the irrational arguments presented from both parties. Without the precipitant dust information the community usually relies on emotive language to describe the dust that is landing in their community and small dust generating events can be blown out of proportion. From the industry point of view, the information generated from the precipitant dust-monitoring programme can be used as a defence against illegitimate claims from a community, but more importantly it can be used to indicate the dust generating activities on site and provide an indication of continuous improvement from a dust generation point of view.

The actual situation with regard to precipitant dust is usually somewhere between the extreme community complaints and the "there is no problem" attitude from the industry point of view.

The awareness that a simple passive precipitant dust monitoring programme generates is very valuable in another way because the solutions to dust problems are often very simple and sometimes do not require many resources. Some examples of simple dust control measures are positioning dump material in an area shielded from the wind, or delaying the transportation of dusty materials on site when the wind speed is excessively high. These and other cost effective solutions can decrease the precipitant dust levels being exported from an industry.

Both of the industries applied dust control measures over the study period.
Communities often refer to the dust that is visible, even if the dust was only visible for a few minutes. While the amount of dust generated may not contribute significantly to the precipitant dust levels collected from the monitoring programme, limiting these events will go a long way towards easing the tension between the two opposing parties.

4.4 Descriptive Analysis of the Precipitant Dust Data

The descriptive analysis on the whole data set indicates that the data is skewed towards the lower ranges. This supports the notion that high precipitant dust results are often related to dust generating activities, or excessively dry climatic conditions, or a combination of both. Periods of high precipitant dust levels are not the norm and are usually directly related to a dust generating activity on site.

4.4.1 Smelting Industry

The export bucket at the SG sampling location is the north bucket. The SG sampling location collected more dust from the south (see Table 3), with this direction yielding the highest interquartile range and highest mean compared to the north, east, and west directions. The other industrial dust sources to the south of this sampling location, together with the predominant wind direction from the south contributed to the dust collected in the south bucket.

The export bucket at the SO sampling location is the south bucket. The SO unit is positioned within 100m of a coal stockpile and is surrounded by gravel roads. This close proximity to the dust source puts the sampling location within the one kilometre radius, in which most of the dust from the dust source will precipitate to ground level. From Table 3, all four directions at this sampling location collected similar quantities of precipitant dust with the interquartile ranges differing with an amount of up to 40 mg m⁻² d⁻¹.

It is interesting to note that the highest levels of precipitant dust concentrations are not usually in the export buckets and this seems
to indicate that local climatic and topographic conditions play a role in determining where (from which direction) the dust from the smelting industry is collected. Similar findings have been found in the literature.\textsuperscript{6,17,15} Analysis of this relationship is beyond the scope of this research report.

4.4.2 Calcining Industry

The information presented in Table 4 is discussed in this section.

The export bucket at the 4SS sampling location is the south bucket. The south bucket at the 4SS sampling location has the largest interquartile range with the west bucket being just slightly less than the south bucket.

The export bucket at the GAT sampling location is the north bucket. The GAT sampling location collected the most dust from the west with this direction yielding the highest mean and interquartile range compared to the north, south, and east directions.

The export bucket at the DHF sampling location is the south bucket. The highest interquartile range and mean was from the east bucket.

The export bucket at the KF sampling location is the west bucket. The south and west directions collected more precipitant dust than the north and east directions.

The export bucket at the QD sampling location is the north bucket. The west bucket at the QD sampling location collected the most precipitant dust compared to the north, south, and east directions.

The export bucket at the GCD sampling location is the south bucket. This unit was initially only a two-bucket unit monitoring north and south directions. In June 2003 the unit was upgraded to monitor all four directions. The interquartile range for the south bucket was the highest compared to the north, east and west directions.
The export bucket at the MD sampling location is the south bucket. The mean and interquartile range was higher for the west bucket compared to the north, south and east directions.

The export bucket at the RWD sampling location is the east bucket. The south, east, and west directions yielded similar quantities of precipitant dust over the sampling period.

Again the distribution of the precipitant dust concentrations in the different buckets indicates that climatic and topographic conditions play a role in determining which bucket collects the dust. Similar findings have been found in the literature.6,17,15 The study of this relationship is beyond the scope of this research report.

4.4.3 South African Legislation Implications

In South Africa the legislation has a 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) residential action level and a 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) industrial action level. The action level applicable to a sampling location is dependent predominantly on its proximity to a residential or other similarly dust-sensitive areas as shown in Table 1.5

The action levels may be exceeded three times within a year, but they may not be exceeded for more than two consecutive months. When the action levels are exceeded, either by having more than three months in a year above the action level or by having two consecutive months above the action level, the relevant authorities have to be notified.

The action level applicable to the smelting industry sampling locations is the industrial action level, 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). Using the proportions table for the smelting industry the SG sampling location results did not exceed the action level between October 2001 and March 2005. The SO sampling location results exceeded the action level five times in the first warm-dry period (2001/2002 warm-dry period). In the second and third warm-dry periods, the action level was exceeded four times and one time respectively with the action level not being exceeded at all in the 2004/2005 warm-dry period (fourth warm-dry period).
The precipitant dust concentration decreased seemingly on a two year cycle at the SO and SG sampling locations, indicating that dust control measures were not immediately effective. Only when the dust control measures become a part of the procedures and systems on site will they start to consistently control the precipitant dust being exported from site.

Of the eight precipitant dust-sampling locations at the smelting industry, the 4SS, GCD and the RWD locations are subject to the residential action level \( (600 \ \text{mg m}^{-2} \ \text{d}^{-1}) \) with the other locations being subject to the industrial action level of \( 1200 \ \text{mg m}^{-2} \ \text{d}^{-1} \).

The results at the 4SS sampling location did not exceed the residential action level of \( 600 \ \text{mg m}^{-2} \ \text{d}^{-1} \) in the third and fourth warm-dry periods. The limit in the first warm-dry period was exceeded on one occasion. The limit was again exceeded one more time in the second warm-dry period.

The GAT sampling location results did not exceed the industrial action level of \( 1200 \ \text{mg m}^{-2} \ \text{d}^{-1} \) from October 2001 to March 2005.

The DHF unit was only installed in April 2002 and was only operational for three of the four warm-dry periods. The industrial action level \( (1200 \ \text{mg m}^{-2} \ \text{d}^{-1}) \) has been exceeded at this sampling location six times in the 2002/2003 warm-dry period, eleven times in the 2003/2004 warm-dry period, and nine times in the 2004/2005 warm-dry period.

The KF sampling location results exceeded the industrial action level \( (1200 \ \text{mg m}^{-2} \ \text{d}^{-1}) \) in the first warm-dry period three times. No results were obtained from this sampling location in the second warm-dry period. The industrial action level was exceeded six times in the third warm-dry period, with the industrial action level \( (1200 \ \text{mg m}^{-2} \ \text{d}^{-1}) \) not being exceeded at all in the fourth warm-dry period.

The results at the QD sampling location did not exceed the industrial action level \( (1200 \ \text{mg m}^{-2} \ \text{d}^{-1}) \) from October 2001 to March 2005.

The GCD sampling location results exceeded the residential action level \( (600 \ \text{mg m}^{-2} \ \text{d}^{-1}) \) twice in the first warm-dry period and once
in the second warm-dry period. The residential action level was not exceeded in the third or fourth warm-dry periods at this sampling location.

The MD sampling location results did not exceed the industrial action level (1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) in the first and fourth warm-dry periods. The results did exceed the industrial action level once in the second and once in the third warm-dry period.

The results at the RWD sampling location exceeded 600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) twice in the first and twice in the second warm-dry period. The residential action level (600 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)) was then exceeded once in the third and once in the fourth warm-dry period.

It is important to remember that the data collected is two-week data and that the residential and industrial action levels, 600 and 1200 mg m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) respectively, apply to monthly average results. The interpretation of the legislation can be quite tricky; especially if cycles of data are missing and after more court cases have dealt with the legislation then precedents will be set to assist in the interpretation.

Two-week data provides an easier routine with regard to bucket changes, limits the loss of data to a two-week period instead of a month, and provides an earlier indication that the precipitant dust concentrations are increasing, so that action can be taken to prevent monthly average results from exceeding the action level. While results are normally presented to the industries on a monthly basis, two-week results can be presented to the industries by exception if they are busy implementing dust control measures or if the precipitant dust levels are close to the applicable action level. The two-week bucket changing also helps to prevent the build-up of algae in the buckets, and birds from contaminating a whole month’s data. The buckets are also not likely to dry out in a two-week cycle, thus ensuring that the bucket always has water available to retain the dust once it has fallen into the bucket. The use of water as a capture the dust is also found in the literature.\(^{23}\)
4.5 Particle Size Analysis of the Precipitant Dust Samples

Four of the export buckets around the calcining industry were selected for particle size analysis:

- The north bucket of the GAT sampling location
- The south bucket of the GCD sampling location
- The east bucket of the RWD sampling location
- The west bucket of the KF sampling location

The particle size analysis performed on the precipitant dust indicates that the dust is predominantly less than 100 \( \mu m \), with the exception being the analysis done on the east bucket of the KF sampling location. The particulate size of less than 100 \( \mu m \) is similar to the size of precipitant dust particulate from fugitive dust sources.

The analysis performed on the KF sampling location indicates that more than fifty percent of the dust collected was above 100 \( \mu m \). The KF unit is positioned in the middle of a wheat farmland and the area is ploughed and worked on at various times of the year.

Agricultural land is known to be a source of dust and the large fraction of particles above 100 \( \mu m \) indicates that dust from within 100 meters of the sampling location was either gusted into the buckets by wind or mechanically agitated and lifted into the air during calm conditions. The area is also home to sheep and ostriches that could cause the dust in the vicinity of the sampling location to be deposited in the buckets.

The definition of PM\(_{10}\) particulate is based on the collection efficiency of a PM\(_{10}\) monitor that yields an aerodynamic d50 for the dust collected equal to 10\( \mu m \). This means that the PM\(_{10}\) particulate can vary from 0 to about 17 \( \mu m \), depending on the size distribution within this size range. For the purpose of this discussion an upper limit of 15 \( \mu m \) has been used.

A very interesting observation from the analysis is that a significant percentage of the particles by volume are under 15 \( \mu m \). The RWD,
GAT, and GCD sampling locations all indicate that about 22 percent of the particles by volume are less than 15 μm in size. The KF location analysis indicates that only about eleven percent of the dust is less than 15 μm and the lower percentage is probably due to the contamination of the sample by the particulate larger than 100 μm.

Many countries including the United States of America (USA) do not consider precipitant dust as an indication of atmospheric environmental and health conditions\textsuperscript{16}. These countries use more expensive active atmospheric monitoring equipment to determine the PM\textsubscript{10} and PM\textsubscript{2.5} dust concentrations in the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{16} The fact that the PM\textsubscript{10} fraction of dust is collected in the precipitant dust monitoring units means that precipitant dust methods could be used to correlate to the PM\textsubscript{10} dust concentrations once the appropriate research has been done in an area. While there is currently no method to convert precipitant dust concentrations to PM\textsubscript{10} concentrations\textsuperscript{11}, the correlation is most likely going to be specific to the topography and climate of the area and to the sources of PM\textsubscript{10} particulate matter.

If the sources of PM\textsubscript{10} are from the same sources as the precipitant dust, then measurements of the precipitant dust concentrations will be able to indicate if the PM\textsubscript{10} concentrations are being controlled. This excludes sources from high temperature emissions such as combustion and smelting processes.

In South Africa and many other countries, the cost of doing PM\textsubscript{10} and PM\textsubscript{2.5} atmospheric monitoring is very high and often the monitoring systems do not operate efficiently enough to provide data that can be reliably used to determine environmental and health risk trends. With passive monitoring systems it is often possible to have more monitoring stations and this normally provides more reliable data than active monitoring systems.\textsuperscript{25}

Precipitant dust contains pollens, spores, and viruses\textsuperscript{2}, and particulate less then 40 μm\textsuperscript{9,10} can enter the nasal passages, which is a health risk\textsuperscript{5,8} for allergies, sensitisations and asthma.\textsuperscript{9,10} The percentage of particles by volume below 40 μm was found to be
above 60 percent for the three log-normally distributed particle size analysis done.

With the passive nature of precipitant dust monitoring and the reliability of the monitoring programmes as shown by the four years of data collected at the ten sampling locations discussed in this report, the cost of PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ monitoring programmes could be achievable for third world countries.

### 4.6 Smelting Industry - Precipitant Dust Data Trends

This is a winter rainfall area.

#### 4.6.1 SG Precipitant Dust Sampling Location

The export bucket yielded visually significantly lower results in the 2004/2005 warm-dry period. The reason for this significant decrease in the precipitant dust concentration is attributed to the concreting of a gravel road passing near to the sampling location and to the awareness of dust sources on site by the smelting industry. Gravel roads are a common source of fugitive dust$^4$ and the tarring of a road can therefore significantly improve the precipitant dust conditions.

The p-value obtained from the Chi Square test for linear trend indicates that there is a significant reducing linear trend in the data from October 2001 to March 2005. This reducing trend is an excellent indication of continuous improvement with regard to precipitant dust concentrations.

#### 4.6.2 SO Precipitant Dust Sampling Location

The export bucket precipitant dust concentrations indicate a visually reducing trend from October 2001 to March 2005. The precipitant dust concentration in the fourth warm-dry period is more than fifty percent less than the level of the first warm-dry period precipitant dust concentrations and this is an improvement of more than 100 percent in four years. The data indicate that the warm period precipitant dust concentrations are significantly less every two years, i.e. Improvements in dust control measures take
two years to yield significantly lower precipitant dust concentrations at the SO sampling location. The control measures implemented were to limit activity during windy conditions.

The Chi Square test for linear trend indicates that there is a significant reducing linear trend, and continuous improvement at the smelting industry over the study period is evident.

4.7 Calcining Industry - Precipitant Dust Data Trends

This is in a winter rainfall area.

Six of the eight precipitant dust-sampling locations at the calcining industry yielded the lowest precipitant dust concentration in the 2004/2005 warm-dry period (fourth warm-dry period) and this indicates improvement to some extent at these six sampling locations.

The DHF and GCD sampling locations are the two locations that did not yield the lowest precipitant dust concentration in the fourth warm-dry period.

None of the p-values for the Chi Square test for linear trend are below 0.05 with the lowest p-value being 0.07 from the GCD analysis.

This indicates that there is no significant linear trend at any of the calcining industry precipitant dust sampling locations.

This also indicates that no continuous improvement at the calcining industry has been evident over the study period.

The dust control measures implemented by the calcining industry did not result in a decrease in the precipitant dust levels. The study of the dust control measures implemented and the related improvements in precipitant dust levels is beyond the scope of this report.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

This chapter has the conclusions and recommendations followed by the recommendations for future study.

The warm-dry period precipitant dust concentrations are higher than the cold-wet period precipitant dust concentrations.

The particle size of the precipitant dust is normally from 0 to 100 µm with up to 22 percent (by volume) of the particles being smaller than 15 µm. Localised dust sources can be collected in the precipitant dust monitoring units and care needs to be taken to limit non-industrial dust generating activities within close proximity to the units.

There has been a significant decrease in the precipitant dust concentrations to the north and south of the smelting industry from October 2001 to March 2005. The recommendations for the smelting industry are that they continue to eliminate fugitive dust sources and that they continue to maintain a high awareness of dust control. The coal stockpile should be targeted with regard to dust control measures, such as barriers to limit the wind speed over the stockpile, barriers at the transfer points to limit dust generation, and procedures to limit activity during high wind conditions. The over filling of transportation vehicles will also limit dust emissions. Water sprays can be added to make the surface layer of the stockpile heavier, thus decreasing the dust emissions.

The precipitant dust concentrations around the calcining industry have not declined significantly over the study period. The recommendations for the calcining industry are that they be more proactive with regard to dust control measures, especially near to the DHF sampling location. The DHF sampling area should be targeted for dust control measures, with the most effective method being to use water, as this material is not going to be processed again in the short term. Another possibility would be to find a new dump location that is out of the prevailing wind direction, such that
the prevailing wind will not result in emissions blowing towards farms and residential areas.

5.1 Considerations for Future Studies

A further course of study would be to consider the mitigation methods used by the respective industries, and to determine how effective or ineffective the methods were.

Another further course of study would be to do comparative analysis of the four directions at each sampling location and to do comparisons between results in line with the prevailing wind direction. Additional analyses such as time series, additional particle size distributions, chemical analysis, and analysis of wind direction and speed from the data set presented in this research report would also be of value.

Using time series analysis the precipitant dust levels could be predicted using a formula determined from the retrospective data. Additional particle size distributions, especially from the smelting industry, to see if the particle size distribution followed similar patterns to the calcining industry would be of value. Chemical analysis would be able to provide an indication of the sources of the dust, especially if the emission from an industry is unique and not found in the general environment. The analysis of wind direction and speed, while very complicated, would be able to assist in identifying the most troublesome dust sources and assist in the design and timing of dust control measures.

Future study of the climatic effects on the precipitant dust levels would also be beneficial to assist in predictive modelling of the expected precipitant dust levels under certain climatic conditions (rainfall, wind speed, and wind direction).

Future study should include the ambient particulate concentration calculation using the dry deposition rates, calculated either by using a differential terminal settling velocity calculation or by using the ratio\textsuperscript{15,18} of the precipitant dust concentration to the airborne concentration of the pollutant. The size analysis of the dust in both of the above calculations will most likely be very important.
A further course of study would be to then determine the elemental concentrations of the precipitant dust and the airborne dust to try and determine a relationship that will most likely be site-specific and may also be season-specific. Another consideration for the future study of precipitant dust and how it relates to airborne dust concentrations will also probably have to make a clear distinction between dry and wet deposition.\textsuperscript{18}

The chemistry of the atmosphere is very complex and with the strict pollution control limits being set there is a potential for pollutants that were not previously a problem, to become a problem because the chemistry in the atmosphere has been altered by the removal of certain particles and gasses.\textsuperscript{30}

Many factors can affect particulate deposition, namely: atmospheric stability; the diameter and surface characteristics of the particles and the macro and micro surface roughness. This makes particulate deposition a complex process.\textsuperscript{16}

A lot of research has been undertaken on the effects of phytotoxic pollutants (e.g. SO\textsubscript{2}, NO\textsubscript{2}, & O\textsubscript{3}), but very little research has been done on the effect of dust pollution on vegetation. The research that has been done reveals that this could be of significant importance, and it therefore warrants a closer look.\textsuperscript{10}

An applicable model for particulate deposition has yet to be created because of "inadequate knowledge of the mechanism and factors governing dry deposition of particulate matter to diverse surfaces."\textsuperscript{16} This has also hindered attempts to develop suitable measurement techniques for particle deposition.\textsuperscript{16}

The effects of increased humidity due to vegetation warrants further study, as the effects of the expansion of hygroscopic particles close to deposition surfaces is yet to be explored.\textsuperscript{16} "... a comprehensive understanding of particulate deposition remains a distant goal."\textsuperscript{16}

The mechanisms of particle formation, dispersion, transportation and deposition ruling the particulate matter concentration in air are strongly connected to the atmospheric conditions.\textsuperscript{19}

While wind direction and velocity are normally shown together with precipitant dust data\textsuperscript{19}, the interpretation of the data is not
straightforward. Future study in this area needs to consider attempting to correlate precipitant dust data with the amount of time when the wind speed is below 3m/s. Additional study of the other buckets, not only the export bucket, would also provide information with regard to the import of dust from surrounding sources.

There are also indications that the “different portions of the dust”\(^{19}\) may be influenced by seasonal variations\(^{19}\) and this provides the motivation for the future study of the different size fractions and chemical compositions of the precipitant dust.

The accuracy of models for the precipitant dust levels is not well known especially when the varying land use and atmospheric conditions are taken into account.\(^{31}\) This supports the future study objective to develop area specific models by using actual measurements. Once the model is deemed accurate enough and representative of the full annual seasonal variations then low costs precipitant dust monitoring may be able to predict the PM\(_{10}\), PM\(_{2.5}\) and other atmospheric pollutant concentrations.

The importance of the “environmental consequences”\(^{16}\) caused by precipitant dust and other atmospheric pollutants must not be ignored as the loss of environmental ecosystems and plant species may in the long-term result in significant problems from a human perspective.\(^{16}\)

Many environmental problems and other health hazards may be missed when analyzing particulate matter because it is never made up of a singular pollutant, but rather, it is a heterogeneous mixture, made up of different particles.\(^{16}\) These particles differ in chemical composition, origin and size. The solution is that other definitions of the particulate matter must be explored, instead of only defining particulate matter by its size fraction.\(^{16}\)
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APPENDIX A. Step by Step Description of the Method Used to Obtain the Precipitant Dust Data.

1. Bucket Preparation

- Clean the buckets well, making sure that no dust or particulate remains in the buckets.
- Rinse out with a little distilled water, discarding this rinse water.
- Partially fill with distilled water, allowing for the expected rate of evaporation appropriate to the expected rate of sampling as outlined in Table 10. These are rough figures and conditions in your area will dictate exact water requirements.

Table 10: Amount of water required for different climatic conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEATHER CONDITIONS</th>
<th>1 WEEK</th>
<th>2 WEEKS</th>
<th>3 WEEKS</th>
<th>4 WEEKS OR 1 MONTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hot dry warm periods</td>
<td>2.5 litres</td>
<td>3.5 litres</td>
<td>4.0 litres</td>
<td>4.0 litres + check after 3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot wet warm periods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0 litres</td>
<td>3.5 litres + check after 3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool dry cold periods</td>
<td>2.0 litres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.5 litres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold dry cold periods</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5 litres</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0 litres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet cold periods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5 litres</td>
<td>3.0 litres + check after 3 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• It is not critical to measure the water accurately and the above approximations are good enough. It should be noted that with any longer period of measurement the water should be topped up to prevent total loss of water, which will result in some loss of dust or alternatively failure to catch dust adequately during the period when the bucket is dry.

• Add an amount of 5 ml to 10 ml of bleach or proprietary product to each bucket as an algacide, depending on how full the buckets will be kept. Top-up water does not have to be similarly dosed with bleach.

• Seal the buckets with the lids, adding labels to the bucket lids.

• For one week sampling, the hypochlorite may be omitted in cold periods, and pure distilled water used instead. During such a short period algae will not have time to grow.

• Transport buckets to site.

2. Bucket Collection Procedure

• The bucket support cradle must be dropped by unlocking and removing the retaining pin before sliding the support assembly down the pole. Reposition the cradle at the lower level without twisting the buckets to confuse directionality.

• One bucket must be removed at a time and replaced with a pre-prepared bucket, using the labelled lid to seal the removed bucket, taking care to label the sample buckets correctly.

• Lift the support assembly back into position; replace the retaining pin and lock into position.
• Any notes should be made in the field book before proceeding to the next DustWatch unit.

• Check the unit operation by spinning the selector to ensure free movement.

3. **Filtering Procedure**

• The clean Buchner funnel assemblies should be fitted with the pre-weighed and marked filter papers, making sure that the filter paper is located to prevent by-pass leakage around the filter.

• The contents of one bucket must be loaded into each funnel after +1mm discard solids are strained out (small tea strainer works well) and the vacuum pump started.

• Filter numbers must be entered against the designation of the collected bucket on the assessment form.

• Enter all relevant information on the assessment form.

• On completion of the filtering process, remove the filters, place these in the petri dishes, partially covering the filters, and allow these to desiccate on a low wattage light box or under a 60-watt lamp about 600 mm above.

• The filter + solids must be weighed once the filters have been desiccated. The stage at which full desiccation has been achieved is defined under “Weighing Procedure”.

• The filter mass must be noted on the assessment form.

• 100 ml of the filtrate solution should be retained if the soluble content of the captured sample is also to be assessed and weighed. The total remaining water must be measured and the quantity added to the assessment sheet to determine the amount of dissolved solids.
The above filtrate solution should be boiled off over a low Bunsen or heat source (hot plate) to accelerate the boiling off. The initial operation can be undertaken in a microwave oven and the beaker transferred to a hot plate for the final desiccation.

The filtrate solids from the beaker must be collected and weighed, entering the mass on the assessment form as soluble solids.

4. **Weighing Procedure – Filter Preparation**

- Stabilise filters in the laboratory or weighing room for 8 hours or keep stocks in an unsealed partly ventilated container so that they are continuously stable for the laboratory conditions.
- Filter papers are individually marked using a ballpoint pen. Ensure that the ink has dried before proceeding with any weighing operations. Should filtrate be required to establish Alpha short or long-lived particles, no marking of the filters must be undertaken.
- Each filter must be placed in its own petri; the petri dishes should also be temporarily marked with the filter number and if preferred, the DustWatch unit and bucket number.

5. **Weighing Procedure – Filter/Filtrate Weighing**

- Initial desiccation in a dust free environment for a minimum of 24 hours must be allowed or until all sample moisture evaporation has stopped.
- Desiccated filters are placed on the balance and permitted to remain on the pan for about 60 seconds. If there is any indication of a continuous fall in mass, it means that the
filter/filtrate is not completely desiccated and the sample must be removed for further drying.

- If the mass remains stable, remove the filter, allow the balance to zero and reweigh the filter.

6. Calculations

- The cross-sectional area of the buckets is a standard constant in all of the calculations representing the area over which precipitant dust collection has been made, 0.02545 m².

- The actual mass collected is derived by subtraction of the mass of the filter (mass₁) from the combined mass of the filter and filtrate (mass₂). Mass₂ – mass₁ = collected mass of dust sample.

- All units should be expressed in milligrams and the value of milligram/square metre/day derived from the formula:

\[
\text{Precipitation rate (mg m}^{-2}\text{ d}^{-1}) = \frac{\text{collected mass} \times 1}{0.02545 \times \text{days}}
\]

- Should you require to express the units as per month (g/m²/30 days) and a two-week sampling period is being used, then the following calculation can be used.

\[
\text{Precipitation rate 1}\text{st period} + \frac{\text{Precipitation rate 2}\text{nd period} \times 30\text{days}}{2}
\]
7. Limitations of Sampling and Filter materials

- The type of filter paper used and the location of the DustWatch unit in relation to the source of the dust dictate the sample capture restraints.

- Generally finer suspended dust (2.5µm > 5µm) will remain airborne almost indefinitely due to the dynamic nature of the air currents and thermal activities on any given day, even if there is no wind at all. A rapid increase in humidity together with an absence of wind will result in precipitation of less than 5 micron particulate.

- Particulate larger than about 5µm will settle on a very still day and this material is collected within the DustWatch buckets in varying amounts depending on the wind turbulence.

- Particulate of a large size, 500 micrometers, carried by high wind velocities will not be collected within the buckets due to the aerodynamic shape and wind screening effect of the selector disk. This acts much like the wing of an aircraft, which produces a high-pressure area below the disk, keeping the gritty particulate from falling into the buckets. The disk optimum efficiency occurs at wind velocities exceeding 3.0m/s. At velocities below 3.0 m/s no particulate of this size is lifted higher than a maximum of about 2.0m.

- Once the wind drops to lower levels the particulate starts precipitating and this gets captured in the buckets. We thus note that no dust gets captured during very windy conditions but only when the wind speed drops. Once the wind changes, the maximum precipitation rate is reached when the air mass movement is totally arrested and then starts to move in the opposite direction.
From the above we thus selected filter material with a pore size of about 5µm. The filter papers weave permits capture of 1-2µm particulate and thus the actual collection guarantee is a lot better than 5µm.

Figure 23: Cradle of the DustWatch unit that holds the buckets
Figure 24: Exploded layout of the DustWatch unit
APPENDIX B. Filtering System Layout

Figure 25 is provided to assist with the understanding of the filtration process used to filter the water in the buckets onto a filter paper.
APPENDIX C. Precipitant Dust Data for the Smelting Industry

Figure 26: Precipitant dust data for the SG sampling area
Figure 27: Precipitant dust data for the SO sampling area
Figure 28: Precipitant dust data for the KF sampling area
Figure 29: Precipitant dust data for the DHF sampling area
Figure 30: Precipitant dust data for the 4SS sampling area
Figure 31: Precipitant dust data for the GAT sampling area
Figure 32: Precipitant dust data for the QD sampling area
Figure 33: Precipitant dust data for the GCD sampling area
Figure 34: Precipitant dust data for the MD sampling area
Figure 35: Precipitant dust data for the RWD sampling area
APPENDIX E. Ethics form from the Ethics Committee

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

re: Fall-out dust levels around two enterprises in the Western Cape of South Africa from 2001 to 2005

Name: Christopher Loans

Degree: Master of Public Health - Occupational Hygiene - Part-time

This certifies that this project does not require clearance from the Human Research Ethics Committee (Medical).

The research will involve collection of dust monitoring data; no human subjects will be involved.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]

Professor Peter Cleaton-Jones
Chair, Human Research Ethics Committee (Medical)

[Copy to: Anisa Keshav; Research Office, Senate House, Wits]